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SFDRCISD Announces Two Principals Will Lead Del Rio Middle School

Beginning this school year Del Rio Middle School will be led by two principals, not one. Mrs. Cynthia Salas will team up with Mr. Sergio Jimenez to lead 8th grade and 7th grade respectively at the middle school campus.

Earlier this spring, SFDRCISD introduced the STEM 2025 Plan initiative to improve educational and academic structures which will lead to an increase in the number of students participating in advanced level math courses; and lead to an increase in the number of students who have potential for successfully completing a science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) pathway. To support this plan, SFDRCISD proposed the idea of creating smaller, more supportive collaborative environments.

Superintendent of schools Dr. Carlos Rios stated, “we know that in order to create a more rigorous learning environment, we need to increase the collaboration between the campus leadership and the department heads. This increased collaboration will provide increased guidance and support for our teachers. We are excited about our increased focus on instruction and the future outcomes.”

Together, both campus principals and their department heads will work towards creating the rigorous learning environments needed at Del Rio Middle School.

Parents and students are encouraged to meet with their newly assigned principals and departmental staff. The campus held orientation yesterday and will host orientation for 8th grade students today.